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Off-road
performance and
luxurious
inclusions make
for a go-anywhere
home away
from home
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Once you climb underneath the TVK, it really comes to life. The Crossover
MS
suspension series has been designed specifically for Vista RV’s campers,
and is
used across the board with all of the campers it offers. It gives plenty
of flex, with
up to 330mm of travel at each wheel – great for the tougher tracks

4/23 Jersey Road
Bayswater, VIC 3153
(03) 9729 1234
www.vistarv.com.au

When looking for a camper
trailer, the trick is to find
something that’s comfortable
and offers all of the creature
comforts while remaining
capable of following your 4WD
through whatever lies in your
path. The Crossover TVK from
Vista RV is a good way to go
about obtaining such a set-up,
as it’s designed with the true
heavy-duty 4WDer in mind.
By incorporating the best
features from the company’s
first entry into camper trailer
manufacturing, the Crossover,
Vista has created a camper that
is compact enough to be a truly
capable off-road machine,

The front end of the TVK is compact, yet houses plenty of gear in a robust way.
A front boot has dual access compartments that give way to the composite constructed body of the camper. From here, an additional storage space opens up to
house anything that would be out of place if stored internally, such as wet clothes
or tools. A hatch is located at the top of the TVK to allow for plenty of ventilation,
which is great for those warm, remote locations
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perfect for those that want to
get into some of the harder
tracks around the country.
Vista RV has worked hard
to differentiate the TVK from
other campers, and is proud
of being able to offer the TVK
to customers canvas free.
The only resemblance of
canvas to be found anywhere
on the TVK is the polyester
headlining on the interior.
This is in place to assist in
providing insulation to users
as well as preventing against
in-cabin condensation.
The rest of the TVK is
completely canvas free,
meaning you don’t have to
worry about packing wet
canvas into an otherwise dry
cabin when it comes time to
move on the next morning. If
you’re looking for something
that has the comforts of
home and the off-road
ability of a mountain goat,
look no further.

The top of the TVK expands to reveal
flyscreen mesh that allows for effective
airflow and ventilation. This is the perfect
way to keep cool on hot summer nights,
and provide some additional headroom for
taller campers

To prepare food while on the tracks, Vista has included
a slide-out kitchen in the TVK. Made from composite
materials and stainless steel, the kitchen includes a sink,
stove and splashback to make food preparation a breeze.
Permanently mounted on rails, it’s a one minute, oneman job to get set up to cook for the night, which is great.
Also note the additional storage space adjacent to where
the kitchen is stored, which is great for housing food or
utensils to use with your new kitchen
Internally, the TVK offers
a full-size queen mattress.
Once you’ve had enough slee
p for the night, the front
half of the mattress transfor
mas into a comfortable dining area. It’s this multi-facete
d approach to design that
has won the TVK so many
fans
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